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Abstract

& Previous behavioral studies reported a robust effect of
increased naming latencies when objects to be named were
blocked within semantic category, compared to items blocked
between category. This semantic context effect has been attrib-
uted to various mechanisms including inhibition or excitation
of lexico-semantic representations and incremental learning
of associations between semantic features and names, and is
hypothesized to increase demands on verbal self-monitoring
during speech production. Objects within categories also share
many visual structural features, introducing a potential con-
found when interpreting the level at which the context effect
might occur. Consistent with previous findings, we report a
significant increase in response latencies when naming cat-
egorically related objects within blocks, an effect associated

with increased perfusion fMRI signal bilaterally in the hip-
pocampus and in the left middle to posterior superior tem-
poral cortex. No perfusion changes were observed in the
middle section of the left middle temporal cortex, a region
associated with retrieval of lexical–semantic information in
previous object naming studies. Although a manipulation of
visual feature similarity did not influence naming latencies, we
observed perfusion increases in the perirhinal cortex for
naming objects with similar visual features that interacted with
the semantic context in which objects were named. These
results provide support for the view that the semantic context
effect in object naming occurs due to an incremental learn-
ing mechanism, and involves increased demands on verbal
self-monitoring. &

INTRODUCTION

Nearly all modern theories of speech production make
the assumption that competition occurs naturally be-
tween a target word and its lexico-semantic neighbors
prior to its selection for articulation (see Levelt, Roelofs,
& Meyer, 1999). Ad hoc evidence for a competitive se-
lection process in normal speech is provided by analyses
of occasional errors showing semantic substitutions, in
which an intended word (e.g., warm) is spontaneously
replaced by a semantically related word (e.g., cold;
Harley & MacAndrew, 2001). Self-repairs of these errors,
or corrections of them without external prompting, im-
ply the existence of a monitoring process (or processes)
operating during speech production (Postma, 2000). Evi-
dence from spontaneous self-correction during speech
has shown that this monitoring process can occur at
different levels. For example, a word can be articulated
in full and then corrected, thus self-monitoring of overt
speech provides the speaker an opportunity to correct
any speech errors. Alternatively, only the first syllable
of a word may be spoken before being corrected. This
self-interruption at the onset of articulation suggests an

inner monitor that checks the correctness of the verbal
message at a phonological level (i.e., the output of pho-
nological encoding) prior to phonetic encoding and
articulation (Levelt et al., 1999; see also Indefrey & Levelt,
2004) (see Figure 1).

In a recent meta-analysis of the relevant neuroimag-
ing literature on word production, Indefrey and Levelt
(2004) identified the bilateral superior temporal gyri as
the possible neural correlates of verbal self-monitoring.
Although the meta-analysis was only able to directly
identify the correlates of the outer loop, an ‘‘economical
assumption’’ was made attributing the inner loop to
the same regions or to a subset of them (p. 125). Self-
monitoring has been predominantly investigated through
the experimental manipulation of auditory feedback
during overt speech. For example, using PET, McGuire,
Silbersweig, and Frith (1996) increased demands on
speech monitoring by giving normal, distorted, or alien
external feedback to subjects reading aloud nouns. This
enabled them to determine the brain regions involved
in a mismatch between subjects’ intended and perceived
verbal output. Increased activation was observed in
posterior and middle superior temporal cortices when
demands on self-monitoring were increased. Similarly,
Fu et al. (2006) manipulated auditory feedback in an
overt adjective naming task using fMRI. They reportedThe University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
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a network of regions engaged in self-monitoring, with
greater activation for correct recognition of self-generated
speech in the middle and superior temporal gyri.

Both the Fu et al. (2006) and McGuire et al. (1996)
studies reported bilateral superior temporal activation,
a result supported by additional studies that manipulat-
ed different types of verbal feedback (Allen et al., 2005;
Hirano et al., 1997). However, manipulations of phono-
logical or semantic characteristics of speech are reported
to elicit predominantly left-lateralized temporal activa-
tion (Binder et al., 1995; Demonet et al., 1992; Zatorre,
Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992). Are both the right and
left superior temporal regions responding to the process
of verbal self-monitoring? It is possible that previous
methods may have introduced an attentional confound
to their experiment due to the qualitative differences
between conditions in which the verbal signal is being
monitored. For example, when giving alien or distorted
verbal feedback to a subject, there is a mismatch be-
tween the actual spoken output and the expected ver-
bal feedback, that is, the subject expects to hear their
own voice but instead receives either a distorted signal
or someone else’s voice. The monitoring process be-
ing measured in these mismatched speech conditions
is thus not specific to verbal self-monitoring, being
confounded by increased attention to the unexpected
difference between self-generated speech and the ex-
perimentally modified verbal feedback signal (e.g., Fu
et al., 2006; McGuire et al., 1996). In contrast to the
bilateral activation reported in these studies, Allen
et al. (2005) found that verbal monitoring of degraded
speech increased activation solely in the left superior
temporal gyrus, a finding consistent with the role of
the left superior temporal gyrus in auditory verbal pro-
cessing (Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000). Importantly,
this effect was increased for self-generated speech but
attenuated during alien speech, suggesting that the
process of verbal self-monitoring (rather than monitor-
ing distorted or alien speech) more specifically engages
the left hemisphere. Taking all this evidence into ac-
count, we therefore predict that left (rather than bilat-

eral) superior temporal activation will be observed in a
task where self-monitoring of speech is increased while
attention and auditory feedback is held constant across
conditions.

According to the perceptual loop theory (Levelt,
1989), in addition to monitoring for speech errors, the
verbal self-monitoring system additionally monitors for
semantic correctness/appropriateness. In order to ma-
nipulate the demands on verbal self-monitoring, the pres-
ent study uses a semantic blocking paradigm to increase
the level of competition during speech production (Kroll
& Stewart, 1994). This paradigm entails a manipulation of
the context in which identical object pictures are named.
Behavioral studies have shown that naming latencies
increase when objects are grouped or blocked into se-
mantically related or homogeneous categories (e.g.,
chicken, whale, rabbit, giraffe, lamb) compared with
noncategorized or heterogeneous groups or blocks
(e.g., skirt, melon, tractor, cat, radish) (Ganushchak &
Schiller, 2008; Belke, Meyer, & Damian, 2005; Maess,
Friederici, Damian, Meyer, & Levelt, 2002; Vigliocco,
Lauer, Damian, & Levelt, 2002; Damian, Vigliocco, &
Levelt, 2001; Levelt et al., 1999; Kroll & Stewart, 1994).
When naming objects in semantically homogeneous
contexts, the self-monitoring system is presumed to be
engaged to a greater degree than in heterogeneous con-
texts (e.g., to check whether the correct alternative has
been chosen; see Ganushchak & Schiller, 2008; Maess
et al., 2002).

In the only neuroimaging study of the semantic block-
ing paradigm conducted to date, using MEG, Maess et al.
(2002) reported effects for naming in the homogeneous
context observed in the left temporal cortex. Firstly, they
reported an early effect in a time window of 150–
225 msec post picture onset that they attributed to the
mechanism responsible for the context effect. Secondly,
they reported a later effect also in the left temporal
cortex (450–475 msec post picture onset) that they
attributed to internal self-monitoring. Unfortunately, as
Maess et al. acknowledged, due to the limited source-
localization capabilities of MEG, their analysis did not
provide the real extent and shape of the activated
regions (p. 460). Consequently, they were not able to
identify which regions of the temporal cortex were re-
sponsible for the different effects.

At least three different mechanisms have been pro-
posed to account for the semantic context effect. Two
of these emphasize activation changes occurring at a
processing level involving retrieval of lexico-semantic
information. For example, increased naming latencies
could be due to suppression of activation of a target
word’s representations following naming of a recently
used, semantically related target (an inhibition account;
Vitkovitch, Rutter, & Read, 2001; McCarthy & Kartsounis,
2000). Alternatively, coactivation of lexical representa-
tions of semantically related items may occur, thus in-
creasing competition between a number of possible

Figure 1. The perceptual loop theory of speech monitoring

(Levelt, 1983, 1989; adapted from Slevc & Ferreira, 2006).
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responses, as has been proposed for picture–word
interference (PWI) and competitor priming effects in
naming (an excitation account; Maess et al., 2002;
Damian et al., 2001). As Damian and Als (2005) noted,
one problem with these accounts is that they do not
explain how previously named objects become compet-
itors on subsequent trials. Moreover, these accounts
predict that spacing trials further apart will reduce the
effect, as activation should return to a resting level,
which is not the case (Howard, Nickels, Coltheart, &
Cole-Virtue, 2006). Damian and Als therefore proposed
an alternative account attributing the context effect to
an episodic memory mechanism involving incremental
learning of the associations between semantic features
and names, as each object is named several times across
the experiment and within experimental blocks. This
explanation has recently been instantiated successfully
in a computational model (Oppeheim, Dell, & Schwartz,
2007). The three differing accounts thus provide distinct
anatomical and directional hypotheses for the current
experiment. If the context effect occurs at a lexico-
semantic level, then increased (excitation) or decreased
(inhibition) activation would be expected in the left
middle temporal gyrus—a region associated with retriev-
al of lexico-semantic information in PWI and competitor
priming studies of naming (de Zubicaray, McMahon,
Eastburn, & Pringle, 2006; Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; de
Zubicaray, Wilson, McMahon, & Muthiah, 2001). On the
other hand, if the context effect is due to incremental
learning, one might expect regions involved in associa-
tive encoding mechanisms such as the medial temporal
lobe, in particular, the hippocampal formation, to be
involved (see Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; Mayes & Roberts,
2000 for reviews).

One further question remains as to whether these
potential mechanisms could interact with visual features
of the to-be-named objects within homogeneous sets. In
their experiment, Kroll and Stewart (1994) controlled
for object familiarity across different categories, but they
did not control for visual similarity of stimuli. Within-
category items, in particular, objects from the living
category such as animals or fruits, share many visual
features. This visual ‘‘confusability’’ may therefore have
driven the increased naming latencies during the cate-
gorized blocks. Indeed, lexical selection is more difficult
for objects that share perceptual features with other ob-
jects from their category (Humphreys, Price, & Riddoch,
1999; Vitkovitch, Humphreys, & Lloyd-Jones, 1993), that
is, both visual and semantic variables influence naming
latencies. This leaves open the possibility that the ob-
served blocking effect arose from nonlinguistic processes
such as visual similarity, which may interact with the
naming process.

To investigate this, Damian et al. (2001) utilized the
Kroll and Stewart (1994) blocking paradigm, but attempted
to control for visual similarity of the stimuli. Participants
judged visual similarity on a 1 (not at all similar) to

5 (very similar) rating scale, independent of concep-
tual category. They replicated the Kroll and Stewart
semantic blocking effect using within-category items that
had been rated with an average similarity of 2.45/5
(noncategory items were rated at 1.97/5). This rating re-
flected categorically related stimuli that were not visually
similar. However, this issue needs to be addressed more
stringently by utilizing both visually similar and non-
similar items in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
contexts. In the present study, we therefore explicitly
manipulate visual feature similarity in both homoge-
neous and heterogeneous contexts, using empirically
derived ratings for shared and nonshared visual form
and surface features based on the corpus of semantic
feature norms provided by McRae, Cree, Seidenberg,
and McNorgan (2005). Using a comparison between
both similar and nonsimilar features provides a more
rigorous test of whether visual semantic features influ-
ence naming latencies.

Processing complex visual features has been reported
to modulate activation in the more anterior portions of
the ventral visual stream, in the anterior fusiform gyri
and the anteromedial temporal cortex (Moss, Rodd,
Stamatakis, Bright, & Tyler, 2005; Tyler et al., 2004). In
the nonhuman primate literature, there is compelling
evidence that the anteromedial temporal cortex not only
is involved in mnemonic processes during object recog-
nition tasks (Buffalo, Reber, & Squire, 1998; Meunier,
Bachevalier, Mishkin, & Murray, 1993; Zola-Morgan,
Squire, Amaral, & Suzuki, 1989) but is also engaged
during perceptual discrimination tasks with no memory
component (Bussey, Saksida, & Murray, 2003; Murray &
Gaffan, 1994). Increasing evidence from human func-
tional imaging is supporting the involvement of the me-
dial anterior temporal lobes, in particular, the perirhinal
cortex, in tasks involving discrimination between com-
plex visual featural combinations (Devlin & Price, 2007;
Moss et al., 2005; Tyler et al., 2004; Devlin et al., 2002;
Lerner, Hendler, Ben-Bashat, Harel, & Malach, 2001).
Correspondingly, patients with selective damage to the
medial temporal cortex have more difficulties recogniz-
ing living than nonliving things (Gainotti, 2000; Gainotti,
Silveri, Daniele, & Giustolisi, 1995): a class of objects that
have more shared visual features compared with non-
living items, hence, placing greater demands on the se-
lection of an appropriate living concept from stored
representations. Converging evidence from both the
human and nonhuman primate literature therefore sug-
gests that the anteromedial temporal cortex is involved
in discriminating between visually similar items. Based
on this evidence, we expect to observe increased activa-
tion in the anteromedial temporal cortex, particularly the
perirhinal cortex, when subjects name items in blocks
comprising similar visual features relative to dissimilar
visual features.

The semantic blocking paradigm requires that an
overt verbal response is made; however, the use of
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overt speech in conventional fMRI experiments is prob-
lematic due to the introduction of susceptibility artifacts
(Huang, Francis, & Carr, 2008). For example, speech-
related movement causes signal changes in brain regions
close to tissue boundaries (Friston, Williams, Howard,
Frackowiak, & Turner, 1996; Hajnal et al., 1994). This
can lead to false-positive results, where activation due
to movement-related artifactual signal changes mimics
task-related blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) ac-
tivation. The experimental design requires blocking
trials with a short stimulus onset asynchrony, thus pre-
cluding the use of a sparse imaging design such as that
used with previous PWI and competitor priming para-
digms (e.g., de Zubicaray et al., 2001, 2006). This is
because the sparse design requires a relatively long
stimulus onset asynchrony in order to acquire images
coincident with the estimated hemodynamic response
to each trial. For this reason, we decided to employ a
perfusion-based arterial spin labeling (ASL) fMRI se-
quence as an alternative to BOLD, as this method does
not depend on susceptibility effects for contrast and
is thus not influenced by overt speech artifacts (see
Troiani et al., 2007; Kemeny, Ye, Birn, & Braun, 2005). In
addition, ASL has advantages over BOLD imaging in
areas such as the medial temporal lobe that show partial
signal loss due to static susceptibility gradients. ASL is a
noninvasive technique that uses a radio-frequency pulse
to change (label or tag) the magnetization of protons in
the arterial water as it f lows through the neck into the
brain. Tagged images are subtracted from control (non-
tagged) scans to produce a direct measure of arterial
blood flow (see Methods section). Although the signal-
to-noise ratio obtained by ASL is lower than that of
BOLD, this can be ameliorated by the use of higher
field strengths (4 T in this study) and ASL provides a
direct rather than indirect (as for BOLD) measure of
cerebral blood flow (for a comparison between BOLD
and ASL techniques, see Aguirre, Detre, Zarahn, & Alsop,
2002).

In summary, the present study investigates different
mechanisms potentially responsible for the semantic
context effect in object naming. We also examine whether
naming objects in semantically related (homogeneous)
blocks increases demands on self-monitoring of speech.
Finally, the semantic blocking paradigm also enables us
to manipulate the demands on discriminating between
visually similar and dissimilar items.

METHODS

Subjects

Eighteen people (9 women, mean age = 25.4 years, range =
19–36 years) gave written informed consent to take part.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were right-
handed, and were free of any history of neurological
problems. The study was approved by The University of
Queensland’s Medical Research Ethics Committee, and
all subjects were paid a gratuity of AU$30 to cover their
expenses.

Experimental Design and Stimuli

Stimuli

In this experiment, subjects were required to overtly
name visually presented black and white photographs
depicting real objects. Fifty items were selected from five
object categories: animals, clothing, fruits, vegetables,
and vehicles (see Appendix for a complete list). Photo-
graphs were obtained from either the Hemara Photo
Objects CD collection or downloaded from the Internet.
Visual feature ratings were based on the empirically
derived visual form and surface feature ratings provided
by McRae et al. (2005). Although derived from words (as
opposed to the pictorial exemplars used here), these
visual feature ratings are based on a ‘‘knowledge type’’
taxonomy that is presumed to reflect the brain regions
responsible for processing that type of knowledge (i.e.,
visual form and surface; see Cree & McRae, 2003). Dur-
ing naming, we therefore expected greater demands to
be placed on regions involved in stored knowledge of
visual form and surface features because it is through
access to stored abstract representations that raters list
these features. Selection of stimuli was based on equat-
ing variables at visual perceptual, semantic, and lexical
levels: (1) luminance, (2) mean pixelwise Euclidean dis-
tance between pictures, (3) number of shared visual fea-
tures within a category, (4) overall familiarity rating, (5)
number of syllables, (6) number of phonemes, (7) CELEX
noun frequency, and 8) phonological-neighborhood
density (Balota et al., 2007; Cree & McRae, 2003; Baayen,
Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995; see Table 1).

In order to segregate the stimuli into groups with
similar visual features (V+) versus dissimilar features
(V�), five objects from each category were selected on
the basis that they had been rated as having (1) no visual

Table 1. Matching Variables for Stimuli Used in the Experiment

Stimuli Luminance Familiarity Syllables Phonemes CELEX (Log) Frequency Phonological Neighbors

Visually similar 237.38 (4.86) 6.03 (1.64) 1.76 (0.66) 5.08 (1.58) 1.04 (0.64) 6.42 (7.99)

Visually dissimilar 238.91 (4.86) 5.87 (1.63) 2.08 (1.04) 5.2 (2) 0.92 (0.69) 10.5 (12.37)

Mean value, with standard deviation in parentheses, for variables used to match 50 stimuli (25 visually similar, 25 visually dissimilar). Luminance
(cd/m2) was matched across all stimuli using Adobe Photoshop v.7.0. Rating data for phonological neighborhood density was not available for two
items (earmuffs, unicycle).
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features in common with each other, or (2) shared a min-
imum of 3/4 features with other stimuli within the group.
For example, in the homogeneous visually similar
(HomV+) animal category, the object ‘‘cat’’ shared the
following features with the other exemplars in the block:
has_4_legs (3 others), has_fur (2 others), has_a_tail (all
others), has_legs (3 others). In contrast, for the homo-
geneous visually dissimilar (HomV�) animal category,
the object ‘‘chicken’’ was rated with four visual form
and surface features: has_a_beak, has_feathers, has_legs,
has_wings, none of which were listed as features for the
other four animals in that block.1 In order to ensure that
any differences that might be detected between visually
similar and dissimilar items were not due to low-level vi-
sual perceptual differences, we measured the pixelwise
Euclidean distance between mean images, adapted from
Grill-Spector et al. (1999). The measure gives an index of
the physical difference between pixels in two images,
where physically identical images have an index of 0 and
the greatest difference between images has an index of
0.8684 (based on the 400 � 400 pixel size used here). We
obtained an index of 0.0254 for the mean Euclidean
distance between a mean image of the 25 visually simi-
lar pictures and mean image of the 25 visually dissimilar
pictures (see Table 1 for data on additional matching
variables).

Design

Prior to scanning, subjects were familiarized with all 50
experimental stimuli by viewing them on a computer
screen, in random order, and overtly naming all stimuli

three times. On the first viewing, the appropriate label
was provided on the screen with the picture. On the
subsequent two viewings, the name was removed and
erroneous responses were corrected. All subjects were
instructed to name the presented objects as quickly and
as accurately as possible during scanning. Vocal re-
sponses were recorded via a microphone attached to
the head coil in order to measure naming accuracy. Stim-
uli were presented on a front-projected screen viewed
via a mirror mounted on the head coil.

The manipulation of semantic category and visual
features resulted in a total of four conditions.

1. Homogeneous (i.e., within category) blocks com-
prised of visually similar objects (HomV+)

2. Homogeneous blocks comprised of visually dis-
similar objects (HomV�)

3. Heterogeneous (i.e., between category) blocks
comprised of visually similar objects from Condition
1 (HetV+)

4. Heterogeneous blocks, comprised of visually dis-
similar objects from Condition 2 (HetV�)

The same 50 objects were used across homogeneous
and heterogeneous blocks, thus heterogeneous blocks
acted as a control for the homogeneous blocks by using
the same stimuli but presenting blocks of items between
category, with objects that were either visually similar
(HetV+) or visually dissimilar (HetV�).

Each of the four conditions listed above contained five
trials per block, with a trial duration of 3000 msec. The
visual stimulus was presented on a screen with a white
background for 800 msec, replaced immediately by a

Figure 2. Main effect for
naming in homogeneous

versus heterogeneous blocks.

(A, left) Left hemisphere

activation for homogeneous
relative to heterogeneous

blocks rendered on a standard

MNI surface template at
p < .001, uncorrected, with

a 5-voxel minimum cluster size.

Plot (right) shows the mean

centered effect size at the
peak voxel [�66, �30, 12].

(B) Hippocampal activation,

rendered on an averaged

T1 coronal section of the
standardized brain, and plot

(right) of the mean centered

effect size at the peak
voxel [33, �6, �33].

Hom = homogeneous;

Het = heterogeneous;

V+ = visually similar;
V� = visually dissimilar.
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centrally positioned black fixation cross for 2200 msec.
This resulted in a total block time of 15 sec. Between
blocks, the screen was blank (white) for 4000 msec, fol-
lowed by the presentation of a fixation cross 1000 msec
prior to the onset of the next block. Over the course of
the experiment, every subject was presented with 20
blocks from each of the four conditions. This gave a total
of 80 blocks (400 trials), split into two successive scan-
ning runs (40 blocks per run). The order of conditions
was counterbalanced within and between subjects. Al-
though we were not interested in the effect of object
category, this was fully counterbalanced across condi-
tions, runs, and subjects.

Behavioral Study

We recorded subject naming responses during the fMRI
experiment. However, even after filtering the scanner
noise utilizing both the Cusack, Cumming, Bor, Norris,
and Lyzenga (2005) and Nelles et al. (2003) noise can-
cellation software packages, enough distortion remained
to prohibit accurate measurement of response latencies
with the voice key software. Therefore, an additional
behavioral study was run with a separate group of nine
subjects to investigate differences in naming latencies
for each condition. These subjects received the same
experimental design parameters as the scanned subjects,
presented on a laptop PC using COGENT presentation
software (www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk\cogent) on a Matlab v7.1
platform (Mathworks, Sherborne, MA, USA). Response
latencies were recorded via a microphone with a voice
activated relay system from stimulus to response onset
and were analyzed with a 2 Context (Hom vs. Het) �
2 Visual (V+ vs. V�) � 2 Run (first vs. second) repeated
measures ANOVA.

Data Acquisition

MR images were acquired with a 4-T Bruker Medspec,
using a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) transmit and
receive head coil (Vaughan et al., 2002). Head move-
ment was controlled with foam padding within the head
coil. Pulsed ASL was used to collect the functional time
series, using a modified version of FAIR (Kim, 1995). A
saturation slab was applied inferior to the imaging slice,
at a time TI1 after either global or slice-selective inver-
sion (control and tagging phases; Wang et al., 2002,
2003). The saturation slab allowed for a more defined
tagging bolus, with TI1 set to 800 msec (Wong, Buxton,
& Frank, 1998b). The area of the slice-selective inver-
sion was 2 cm thicker than the imaging slab, with a 1-cm
margin at each edge, to ensure optimum inversion. A
delay between saturation and excitation, greater than
the arterial transit time, was used to allow all labeled
blood to flow into the imaging slices by the time images
were acquired (TI2 = 1000 msec) (Wong, Buxton, &

Frank, 1998a; Alsop & Detre, 1996). Control and tag-
ging phases were interleaved throughout the time se-
ries, and acquisition of the imaging slices was done using
gradient-echo EPI. The imaging parameters were as fol-
lows: matrix size 64 � 64; TR/TE = 2500/11 msec; and
FOV 230 � 230. Twelve slices, 6 mm thick with a 1.5-mm
gap, were acquired in ascending order, and angled to
optimize coverage of the temporal lobes. Two imaging
runs were acquired, each with 327 brain volumes. A 3-D
T1-weighted high-resolution image was acquired within
the same scanning run, using an MP-RAGE sequence
(TI = 700 msec, TR = 1500 msec, TE = 3.35 msec, 256 �
256 � 256 matrix, and 0.9 mm3 isotropic voxels).

Data Analysis

Following reconstruction of the raw images, the first
four scans in the time series of each scanning run were
removed to allow for T1 equilibration effects. Rigid-body
motion correction was carried out on all images using
INRIalign (Freire, Roche, & Mangin, 2002) and a mean
realigned image was created for each subject. Acquisi-
tion of the perfusion image time series was carried out
by implementing a pairwise simple subtraction between
temporally adjacent labeled (tagged) and control (non-
tagged) acquisitions, resulting in perfusion image vol-
umes with an effective TR of 5 sec (Aguirre et al., 2002;
Wong, Buxton, & Frank, 1997). The mean image for each
subject was coregistered to the corresponding structural
(T1) image, using SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neu-
roimaging, London). Each individual’s T1 image was then
normalized to the SPM5 MNI T1 template. The resulting
spatial normalization parameters were applied to the
CBF time series (across both runs), and resliced to 3 �
3 � 3 mm voxels. Following normalization of all images
in the time series, images were spatially smoothed with
a full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel of 10 mm.
Each subject’s coregistered T1 structural scan was seg-
mented to create a gray matter image. This image was
subsequently used as an explicit mask when estimating
effects at the first-level, single-subject analysis.

Stimulus onset times corresponding to the small num-
ber of erroneous responses were modeled as effects of
no interest (200 responses, or 2.8% of scans). Incorrect
responses were due to semantic substitutions (41%),
hesitations (e.g., saying ‘‘er. . .’’) followed by a correct
response (34%), no response at all (17.5%), hesitation
followed by no response (3.5%), unrelated or nonword
response (3%), or hesitation followed by semantic substi-
tution (1%). First-level statistical analyses (single subject
and fixed effects) modeled each trial type indepen-
dently by convolving the onset times with a first-order
gamma response function. The data were high-pass
filtered using a set of discrete cosine basis functions
with an infinite cutoff period. Parameter estimates (for
correct responses only) were calculated for all voxels
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using the general linear model by computing a contrast
image for each condition relative to fixation. These
parameter estimates were then fed into a second-level
2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA, modeling context (Hom vs. Het), vi-
sual similarity (V+ vs. V�), and run (first vs. second), re-
sulting in four different conditions (HomV+, HomV�,
HetV+, HetV�) repeated across the two scanning runs.
In the preliminary analysis that modeled the effects of
each run separately, the effects of context and visual
features did not interact with run. The functional imag-
ing results reported here are therefore based on an
analysis that summed over the effect of the two runs,
analyzed in a 2 (context) � 2 (visual features) ANOVA.

Regions of Interest

Based on the evidence reviewed in the Introduction, we
adopted the following a priori regions of interest (ROIs):
the entire left superior temporal gyrus, the entire left
middle temporal gyrus, the bilateral hippocampus, and
the perirhinal cortex. This entailed constructing binary
image masks for the first three ROIs using the LONI
probabilistic atlas for gray matter regions at a 50% prob-
ability level (Shattuck et al., 2008). We used the proba-
bilistic atlas of the perirhinal cortex provided by Devlin
and Price (2007). Left and right hemisphere masks were
generated separately for both the hippocampal and
perirhinal ROIs. In addition to a whole-brain exploratory
threshold of p < .001, we report only those effects
significant at p < .05, family-wise error corrected for
the search volume for these three ROIs.

Behavioral Results

Latencies shorter than 300 msec and longer than
1500 msec were excluded from the analysis. Along with
errors (using the same criteria for responses during
scanning), this resulted in 12% of responses being ex-
cluded from the analysis. The 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA revealed
significant main effects for context (homogeneous vs.
heterogeneous) and run (first vs. second), but no effect
for visual features (similar vs. dissimilar) nor interactions
between any factors. The main effect of run was consis-

tent with previous studies investigating the semantic
blocking effect. However, as there was no interaction
between scanning run and context, we collapsed the
data across runs and analyzed the data as a 2 (context) �
2 (visual features) ANOVA. This is because we were
specifically interested in the effect of context and the
manipulation of visual features. This analysis revealed a
significant effect of context (Hom vs. Het) [F(1, 8) =
7.182, p < .05], with mean subject responses 69 msec
faster in the heterogeneous compared with homoge-
neous conditions. There was no significant main effect
of visual features (V+ vs. V�) ( p > .05) and no inter-
action ( p > .05). Mean response latencies with standard
deviation, collapsed across runs, are shown in Table 2.

Perfusion fMRI Results

At an uncorrected threshold of p < .001 across the whole
brain, activation in the bilateral medial temporal lobe
(predominantly hippocampus) and the left middle to
posterior superior temporal gyrus was observed for the
main effect of context (see Table 3 for all regions activated
at this threshold). The left superior temporal gyrus and
the hippocampus bilaterally reached a corrected level of
significance within our a priori defined ROIs (see Fig-
ure 2). No significant activation was observed in the left
middle temporal gyrus ROI. Nor was significant activa-
tion observed for the reverse contrast of heteroge-
neous > homogeneous context across the whole brain,
or in any of our ROIs.

The main effect of visual features independent of
context (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous) revealed no

Table 2. Mean Naming Latencies

Condition Mean (msec)

Hom V+ 774 (72)

Hom V� 778 (69)

Het V+ 739 (56)

Het V� 743 (60)

Mean naming latencies collapsed across runs for each condition with
standard deviation in parentheses. Hom = homogeneous context; HET =
heterogeneous context; V+ = visually similar; V� = visually dissimilar.

Table 3. Regions Engaged for Naming in Homogeneous vs.
Heterogeneous Blocks

Anatomical Region x y z Z-score

L Superior temporal gyrus �66 �30 12 3.5

�66 �15 3 3.4

�54 �36 15 3.2

L Superior temporal sulcus �42 �63 27 3.4

L Hippocampus �30 �3 �30 3.3

L Anterior cerebellum �15 �36 �27 3.4

L Anterior cerebellum �9 �30 �27 3.4

R Hippocampus 33 �6 �33 3.7

R Postcentral gyrus 42 �30 45 3.7

R Middle cingulate cortex 9 �9 45 3.5

R Rolandic operculum 66 �12 18 3.3

Table gives coordinates of activation at a threshold of p < .001 (uncor-
rected, with a minimum cluster of 5 voxels) for naming in homo-
geneous relative to heterogeneous blocks. Peak coordinates for ROIs
in the hippocampus and the left superior temporal gyrus are shown
in bold. R = right, L = left.
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significant activation in either the whole brain or ROI
analyses. However, we did observe a significant interac-
tion between context and visual features [(HomV+ +
HetV�) � (HomV� + HetV+)] in the anterior medial
temporal lobe bilaterally, including the left perirhinal cor-
tex ROI (see Figure 3 and Table 4). To investigate this in-
teraction further, the simple main effects were computed
for the effect of context. As shown in Table 4, there was a
trend for this interaction to be driven more by the dif-
ference between homogeneous and heterogeneous trials

involving objects with similar visual features. No signif-
icant effects were found for the opposite interaction.

DISCUSSION

Consistent with previous behavioral research, blocking
items to be named according to semantic category resulted
in increased naming latencies compared with blocking
items across categories. This semantic context effect was as-
sociated with significantly increased perfusion fMRI signal

Table 4. Activation for the Interaction between Context and Visual Features and the Corresponding Simple Main Effect of
Each Relevant Contrast

Interaction Simple Main Effects

(HomV+ + HetV�) > (HomV� + HetV+) HomV+ > HetV+ HetV� > HomV�

Anatomical Region x y z Z-score Z-score Z-score

L Anterior medial temporal �27 �21 �15 3.8 3.3 2.6

�18 �15 �21 3.8 3.2 2.7

�30 �6 �24 3.6 4.2 1.2

R Anterior medial temporal 15 �18 �18 3.8 3.0 2.9

R Cerebellum 33 �66 �39 3.7 3.3 2.5

R Thalamus 24 �30 15 3.6 2.7 2.9

Table gives coordinates of activation at a threshold of p < .001 (uncorrected, with a minimum cluster of 5 voxels) for the interaction term.
Coordinates for activation that reached a corrected level of significance in the left perirhinal cortex ROI are highlighted in bold. R = right, L = left.

Figure 3. Interaction between

context and visual features in

the left perirhinal cortex.

Figure shows activation for
the interaction term

[(HomV+ + HetV�) >

(HetV+ + HomV�)],
rendered on an averaged

T1 template at p < .001,

uncorrected, with a 5-voxel

minimum cluster size. Peak
of activation in the perirhinal

cortex ROI marked with

crosshairs at [�30, �6, �24]

on coronal slice (top left).
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in the left middle to posterior superior temporal gyrus and
bilaterally in the hippocampus. Although naming latencies
were not modulated by the number of shared visual
features within a block, there was an interaction with the
context in which items were presented at the anatomical
level, manifesting as perfusion increases in the anterior
medial temporal lobe including the left perirhinal cortex.

Self-monitoring in Speech Production and the
Source of the Context Effect

We replicated the robust finding of the semantic context
effect. Critically, this effect was independent of whether
blocks of within category items shared similar visual
features. This demonstrates that the increased naming
latencies were not the result of processes occurring at a
visual–semantic feature level of representation, corrob-
orating and extending earlier work (Damian et al., 2001;
Kroll & Stewart, 1994). The effect of blocking items
according to category was associated with increased
perfusion bilaterally in the hippocampus and in the left
middle to posterior superior temporal gyrus.

Only a small number of studies have specifically inves-
tigated verbal self-monitoring using functional imaging.
These studies have used either EEG/MEG (Ganushchak
& Schiller, 2006, 2008; Maess et al., 2002) to investigate
the time course and/or signal amplitude associated with
verbal self-monitoring, or fMRI and PET through the
use of distorted, masked, or delayed verbal feedback
(Christoffels, Formisano, & Schiller, 2007; Fu et al., 2006;
Hashimoto & Sakai, 2003; McGuire et al., 1996). Several
EEG and MEG studies have pointed to a role for the
left temporal cortex in self-monitoring, however, they
cannot provide specificity in terms of anatomical regions.
Previous functional imaging studies, in contrast, have
reported activation in a number of more specific brain
regions, but have looked at differences between the mon-
itoring of different types of verbal inputs. In contrast, this
experiment held object naming constant, in the context
of manipulating demands on naming the same stimuli
in homogeneous compared with heterogeneous condi-
tions, without manipulating verbal feedback. This allows
us to conclude that increased activation in the left mid-
dle to posterior superior temporal gyrus is in response
to the increased demands on verbal self-monitoring dur-
ing naming.

A second, related point is that previous studies have
reported bilateral superior temporal gyrus activation
when manipulating different types of verbal feedback
(e.g., Allen et al., 2005; Hirano et al., 1997; McGuire et al.,
1996). We did not observe activation in this study in the
right superior temporal gyrus. However, as discussed in
the Introduction, the manipulation of verbal feedback
may introduce attentional confounds due to the quali-
tative differences between the actual and the distorted,
or alien, acoustic verbal signal that is being monitored
by the speaker. Here, we controlled attention by en-

suring that verbal output was identical in the homoge-
neous and heterogeneous conditions, and that verbal
monitoring was specific to self-generated overt speech.
Under this context, we provide novel evidence that the
left superior temporal gyrus is selectively engaged by
verbal self-monitoring in overt speech.

A question which the present study leaves open is
whether the increased signal observed in the left supe-
rior temporal gyrus was driven by an inner or an outer
monitoring loop (Levelt, 1983). Indefrey and Levelt
(2004) identified the bilateral superior temporal gyri as
the possible neural correlates of self-monitoring, with
the inner loop residing within the same, or a subset, of
regions engaged by the outer monitoring loop. When
naming objects, our subjects demonstrated a clear be-
havioral effect in terms of response latencies induced
by the blocking paradigm, yet naming errors were very
low (2.8%). This suggests that the mechanism prolong-
ing naming latencies arose prior to and/or during artic-
ulation, implicating the inner monitoring loop. In terms
of neural operations, the left-lateralized effect observed
here is thus more consistent with the prediction that an
inner loop engages a subset of (left hemisphere) regions
involved in prearticulatory speech monitoring. Bilateral
effects reported in previous studies (e.g., Fu et al., 2006;
Allen et al., 2005; Hirano et al., 1997; McGuire et al.,
1996) might possibly reflect the operation of an outer
monitoring loop, which we suggest is engaged after
speech (self- or other-generated) is articulated.

Previous behavioral studies have assumed that the
semantic context effect is due to either inhibition or ex-
citation of lexico-semantic representations (e.g., Maess
et al., 2002; Damian et al., 2001; McCarthy & Kartsounis,
2000). If that were the case, then we would have ex-
pected to observe perfusion changes in the middle
section of the left middle temporal gyrus, consistent
with previous imaging studies investigating PWI and
competitor priming effects in object naming (e.g., de
Zubicaray et al., 2001, 2006). Instead, the bilateral hip-
pocampal activation is suggestive of a different func-
tional locus for the semantic context effect. The critical
involvement of the hippocampal formation in associa-
tive encoding of information into memory is well estab-
lished (for reviews, see Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; Mayes &
Roberts, 2000). The hippocampal activation observed
here is therefore consistent with the idea that an epi-
sodic memory mechanism underlies the semantic con-
text effect. It supports recent proposals that the effect
is due to incremental learning of the associations be-
tween semantic features and names (see Oppeheim
et al., 2007; Damian & Als, 2005). As Damian and Als
(2005) noted, attributing the context effect to an in-
cremental learning mechanism does not necessarily
invalidate Maess et al.’s (2002) MEG assessment of the
locus and time course of the effect. As Maess et al. ac-
knowledged, their principal component analysis was not
able to localize the early and late responses associated
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with the context effect to any specific regions of the left
temporal cortex. However, visual inspection of the rele-
vant spatio-temporal map indicates a surprisingly basal
‘‘hot spot’’ in addition to a more posterior and superior
one in the temporal cortex (see their Figure 4, SF 6).

Visual Features in Object Naming

Although there was no effect for naming pictures with
similar relative to dissimilar visual features at a neuronal
level or in the behavioral study, the visual feature
manipulation interacted with context. This manifested
as increased perfusion signal in the left perirhinal cortex
ROI. Convergent evidence from both the human and
nonhuman primate literature suggests involvement of
the anteromedial temporal cortex in discrimination be-
tween visually similar items. We extend these findings by
showing that the context in which items are named
modulates this activation. Of particular interest is that
the interaction was driven by the difference between
naming visually similar items in homogeneous versus
heterogeneous blocks (see Table 2). This is intriguing
when one considers the fact that the pictures in these
two types of blocks were identical, hence, subject to the
same level of visual discrimination. We therefore pro-
pose that the differential activation between homoge-
neous and heterogeneous blocks of items with similar
shared visual features is driven by the differential task
demands brought about by manipulation of semantic
context. This is consistent with previous studies showing
an effect of task on naming in the anteromedial tempo-
ral lobes. For example, Tyler et al. (2004) reported
increased activation in the left perirhinal cortex, extend-

ing into the fusiform gyrus, the amygdala, and the hip-
pocampus, for a task comparing naming pictures at a
basic level (e.g., dog) relative to naming the same pic-
tures at a domain level (e.g., animal). This was inter-
preted as being due to the finer-grained discrimination
required to differentiate between conceptually similar
objects. This result was extended by Moss et al. (2005),
who observed an increase in the same region for living
things—concepts that share a greater proportion of
highly correlated shared properties—relative to more
distinctive nonliving things. Interestingly, the anatomical
effect that they reported was not reflected by a difference
in naming latencies, consistent with the results from the
behavioral study reported here for similar versus dissim-
ilar visual features, although as a note of caution, this
must be interpreted in the context of an absence of
naming latency data from the present imaging study.

In summary, we report here three key findings: Firstly,
we observed, as predicted, that the left middle to
posterior superior temporal gyrus is engaged by verbal
self-monitoring when objects to be named are blocked
according to semantic category. Second, the hippocam-
pal activation supports a recent proposal that the con-
text effect is due to an incremental learning mechanism.
Third, we observed an anatomical effect for shared visual
features in the perirhinal cortex, reflecting the increased
demands placed on differentiating between conceptually
similar objects. Interestingly, this was in the absence of a
corresponding behavioral effect, showing that there is
no cost involved in terms of naming latencies despite
the increased neuronal activity. Taken together, these
results also demonstrate the importance of ASL as a
successful technique for fMRI of overt speech tasks.

APPENDIX

Homogeneous Blocks in Rows and Heterogeneous Blocks in Columns

Heterogeneous Blocks

a. Similar Visual Features

Homogeneous blocks nightgown bra cape skirt dress

hamster elephant dog cat donkey

plum lemon strawberry melon grapefruit

zucchini rhubarb pumpkin radish cabbage

airplane van rocket tractor train

b. Dissimilar Visual Features

Homogeneous blocks cap slippers tie swimsuit earmuffs

rabbit lamb whale giraffe chicken

pear raisin pineapple banana avocado

spinach turnip asparagus beans eggplant

helicopter balloon boat unicycle car
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Note

1. It should be noted that although other items in that block
also have legs (i.e., giraffe, lamb, and rabbit; see Appendix for
stimulus blocks), none of the other items have beaks, feathers,
or wings. Indeed, McRae et al. (2005) reported that raters
tended to focus on the more salient, or distinctive, visual
properties of objects, a point that emphasizes how alike the
blocks of visually similar items are. McRae et al. include a
discussion of the ambiguities inherent in the ‘‘has_legs’’
feature (e.g., a table also ‘‘has_legs’’; p. 551).
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